TechTrim™ Garage Door Trim Overlays

™

Technology finally hits home.

Adding style to overhead garage doors with TechTrim™
From raised or recessed panels to an authentic carriage
house look, TechTrim garage door trim overlays allow you
to create unique designs on residential overhead doors.
TechTrim overlays offer greater definition and several design profiles specifically for
garage doors. Each profile has a reversible finish, with an embossed, natural-looking
wood grain pattern on one side and a smooth surface on the other. TechTrim looks

• Custom profiles and
sizes available

just like its natural wood counterpart, yet it’s made of durable, lightweight polystyrene.

• Cuts, shapes, nails,
Pre-Primed. TechTrim is factory-primed on all four sides, providing an excellent
surface for paints. One coat of high-quality latex paint is typically all that is needed
for finishing.

screws, staples and
sands like wood

Won’t Absorb Water. Because of its polymer composition, TechTrim repels rain and

• Holds nails and

water, making it impervious to the elements and the damage weather cycles can

screws better

cause. With TechTrim, paint won’t bubble or peel from moisture—and that means
years of outstanding performance.
Designed To Last. TechTrim is guaranteed not to splinter, crack or rot. It’s insect-proof
and resists mold, mildew and fungus. And it’s not affected by salt or saltwater.

than wood
• Special profiles,
overlaps, can be
tongue and grooved

TechTrim™ Dimension Drawings
(Profiles are 75% of actual size)

5/8 x 3-1/2 T&G beveled both sides

1/2 x 5-1/2 T&G square

1/2 x 5-1/2 T&G beveled embossed side

Deluxe 445 Casing

1/2 x 1 Embossed

1/2 x 1-1/2 Embossed

1/2 x 7-1/4 Grooved

5/8 x 7 Grooved

5/8 x 5-1/2 x 22-1/2 Degree slant

5/8 x 5-3/8 Reversible finish board

5/8 x 3-1/2 Reversible finish board

(Available/not shown: 5/8 x 11 Reversible finish board)
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